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The dynamic process of unstable D-branes decaying into stable ones with one dimension lower can be
described by a tachyon field with a Dirac-Born-Infeld effective action. In this paper we investigate the
fluctuation modes of the tachyon field around a two-parameter family of static solutions representing an
array of brane-antibrane pairs. Besides a pair of zero modes associated with the parameters of the solution,
and instabilities associated with annihilation of the brane-antibrane pairs, we find states corresponding to
excitations of the tachyon field around the brane and in the bulk. In the limit that the brane thickness tends
to zero, the support of the eigenmodes is limited to the brane, consistent with the idea that propagating
tachyon modes drop out of the spectrum as the tachyon field approaches its ground state. The zero modes,
and other low-lying excited states, show a fourfold degeneracy in this limit, which can be identified with
some of the massless superstring modes in the brane-antibrane system. Finally, we also discuss the slow
motion of the solution corresponding to the decay process in the moduli space, finding a trajectory which
oscillates periodically between the unstable D-brane and the brane-antibrane pairs of one dimension
lower.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In type II string theories, there are two kinds of branes:
stable or BPS branes, which are supersymmetric and
charged, and unstable or non-BPS branes, which are non-
supersymmetric and uncharged. The p-dimensional un-
stable D (Dp) branes eventually decay into stable
Dp 1 ones. This decay process is described by the
dynamics of a tachyon field T. The effective action of
this unstable brane system in low energy approximation
is conjectured to be of the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type
form [1–3], as derived from string theory:
 S  
Z
dp1x
gp VT 1 @T@Tq ; (1.1)
where the effective potential VT takes its maximal value
at T  0 and vanishes asymptotically as T tends to infinity.
The homogeneous decay of the tachyon field involves
the field rolling to its vacuum at T  1, towards a state
which can be characterized as a pressureless fluid without
propagating modes. This is consistent with the notion that
the open string states disappear from the spectrum as the
brane decays.
This decay can lead to a period of inflation [4,5],
although realistic models are not easy to realize [6–10].
One reason is that the tachyon field perturbations around
the unstable vacuum must contain an unstable mode whose
(negative) eigenvalue is the tachyon mass squared, which is
of order the string scale. This leads to an  problem in
tachyonic inflation [6,11].
In order to study the dynamics away from the unstable
vacuum, at least two supposed potential forms are often
used: VT  Vm= coshT (where   1 for the bosonic
string and   1= 2p for superstrings), and VT 
expT2=2. Both potentials lead to the correct value of
the mass of the tachyon on the D-branes. Here, we chose
the former because it contains as a static classical solution
a periodic array of static solitonic kink-antikink solutions,
which is known to exist as an exact solution in the de-
formed conformal field theory [12–15]. These kinks have
exactly the right tension to be understood as branes and
antibranes with one fewer dimension.
A similar effective action with a complex tachyon field
describes an unstable brane-antibrane system decaying to a
network of stable branes with two fewer dimensions, and in
the case of D3- D3 system, has been used to realize a
version of hybrid inflation terminating in the production
of cosmic superstrings [16–18].
In this paper we examine the low energy effective field
theory following from the tachyon effective action in the
background of static brane-antibrane pairs, neglecting the
gravitational and Ramond-Ramond fields. In the limit that
the thickness of the branes tends to zero, and the tachyon
field between them approaches the vacua at T  1, we
should expect interactions between the branes to vanish
and the resulting spectrum should represent the effective
field theory around isolated branes.
The fluctuation spectrum in an effective action S 
R dp1x gp VT1 @T@T, with the potential
V  expT2=2, has been discussed in [19], noting that
the Regge slope 0  1. We find a number of similarities
and differences. There are zero modes associated with the
translational degree of freedom of the system, and also the
arbitrary maximum value of jTj between the branes. We
have numerical evidence that the lowest excited states have
a fourfold degeneracy in the limit that the brane thickness
vanishes. We find that the modes disappear from the bulk
as the field tends to the vacuum between the branes, con-
sistent with the absence of propagating modes of the
tachyon field in the homogeneous case. In the same limit,
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4 degenerate zero modes of the tachyon field appear, two of
which can be identified with the transverse fluctuations of
the branes.
Finally we study the dynamics of the zero mode corre-
sponding to changes in T0, the maximum value of jTj
between the branes, deriving the effective action for this
modulus. We find a family of slow-motion solutions cor-
responding to the field oscillating between the unstable Dp
brane and the stable Dp 1; Dp 1 pair.
This also has an interesting implication for the dynami-
cal production of Dp 1-branes. In the unstable system,
small fluctuations drive the tachyon field Tx to roll from
the top of its potential VT. Dp 1-branes form as
topological defects (kinks or solitons) due to symmetry
breaking [20–22]. The time-dependent tachyon field ge-
nerically reaches a singularity in finite time, either at the
kinks [23,24] or at caustics between the kinks [25]. Our
slow-motion solution of the time-dependent modulus in the
moduli space reaches infinite gradient at the kink in finite
time, consistent with Refs. [23,24], but can be evolved
through the singularity.
The paper is constructed as follows. We first discuss the
static solutions of the tachyon equation of motion derived
from the DBI effective action in Sec. I. Based on the
solution, fluctuation modes both in approximate analysis
and in general form are discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we
further investigate the motion in the moduli space.
Section IV gives the conclusions of the paper.
II. STATIC SOLUTIONS TO THE FIELD
EQUATIONS
The equation of motion derived from the DBI action is
 
T  g@T  @T  @T@TrrT
 V
0
V
1 @T  @T  0: (2.1)
We are interested in time-independent solutions, ne-
glecting the gravitational and Ramond-Ramond fields of
the brane. It is known that there are solutions depending on
only one space coordinate, which we denote x [19,26,27].
In this case, the static but inhomogeneous field equation
reduces to
 @xT2 

V
V0

2  1; (2.2)
where V0 is the minimum value of V attained by the
potential in the solution. It is not zero providing T remains
finite. The solution is
 Tx  1

arcsinh

sinx xm

Vm
V0

2  1
s 
; (2.3)
which is a regular array of kinks and antikinks, with period
2=, located at x  2n= xm and x  2n
1= xm (n is integer), respectively. xm is set to be
the positions where the maximum potential Vm is located.
The energy density is peaked near the zeros of T, where
V  Vm, and in the limit that V0 ! 0 the peaks become
infinitely thin, and we identify the kinks with daughter
branes and antibranes with one dimension lower. The
minimum potential V  V0 and the maximum amplitude
of the tachyon field jT0j  arccoshVm=V0= is reached
at x0  n 12= xm, which is the closest approach to
the vacuum of the system.
The energy of this system is
 E 
Z
dpxVT

1 @xT2
q
 1
V0
Z
dp1x
Z
dxV2:
(2.4)
The energy per unit (p 1)-dimensional volume in one
period of the tachyon field is
 1  Vm (2.5)
with the specific potential adopted in this paper, where we
remind the reader that   1 for the bosonic string and
  1= 2p for superstring. The tension of the parent
Dp-brane is T p  Vm, so this is the correct tension for a
Dp 1-brane, T p1.
III. FLUCTUATION MODES
We study the fluctuation modes by linearizing the varia-
tion, Tt; x ! T  Txei!t. Following the procedure
in [28], which makes the substitution dx  V0=Vdz and
T  V=V0	, we have
 

 d
2
dz2
Uz

	  !2	; (3.1)
where
 Uz  1
	0
d2	0
dz2
: (3.2)
Here, 	0 / dT=dx

V0=V
p
is the zero mode (!2  0). We
can get different eigenstates with different boundary con-
ditions and their corresponding eigenvalues !2 from this
equation.
More precisely, we can get the simple form of Uz:
 Uz  
2
4

1

V0
Vm

2  3

Vz
Vm

2 

V0
Vz

2

:
(3.3)
The maximum value of Uz is at Vz  V0p , where U 
2=4OV0=Vm2. The minimum potential Uz 
2=2OV0=Vm2 happens at both Vz  Vm and
Vz  V0. With the fluctuation equation, we can discuss
the fluctuation modes and the discrete spectrum !2.
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A. Approximate fluctuation modes near kinks
We start by studying the behavior near the kink or brane,
where Tz ’ 0 and Vz ’ Vm as mentioned above. We
will assume that the kinks are well separated in comparison
to their width, which implies that V0=Vm  1. In the limit
Vz ! Vm, dT=dz ’ 1 since dTz=dz  dT=dx	
dx=dz   1 V0=V2p . Hence, near a kink, Tz ’
z c and Vz ’ Vm= coshz c, where c is a
constant. Therefore, we have
 
d2	
dz2


!2  
2
4

3
cosh2z c  1

	  0; (3.4)
which is a well-explored equation. Following standard
procedures [29] we can recast the equation by setting 
 
tanhz c:
 
d
d

1 
2 d
d

	

3
4


1
4
!
2
2

1
1 
2

	  0;
(3.5)
which has solutions
 	  1 
2=2F

 1
2
;  3
2
;  1; 1
2

1 


;
(3.6)
where  

1
4  !
2
2
q
.
If 	 is finite, we have that m  12   must be a non-
negative integer. The condition  
 0 or !2 <2=4 gives
that m can only be zero, i.e., !2  1mm2  0. Thus
there is only a zero fluctuation mode with !2 below 2=4,
the maximum of the potential Uz. This mode is of course
just the zero mode associated with the translational pa-
rameter of the solutions. Modes with !2 <2=4 are bound
states, confined to the kink, and so we conclude that there
are no bound states other than the zero mode, at least in the
thin kink limit.
B. General fluctuation modes
To obtain the generalized solutions, we need to know the
form of the z-dependent potential Vz  VTxz.
From dz  Vx=V0dx, we find
 
Z
dz  
Z 1
V0
dVV=V02  1p 1 V=Vm2p : (3.7)
With the reparametrization t  V=V0 2 1; tm  Vm=V0,
it leads to
 
Z z
z0
dz0  
Z t
1
i

1
1 t02
p 
1 k2t02
p dt0: (3.8)
The integral can be evaluated in terms of an elliptic func-
tion of the first kind: F’; k  Rsin’0 dx1 x21=21
k2x21=2, where the parameter k  V0=Vm. With t 
sin’, we have z z0  z  iF’; k  Kk,
or we can write
 F’; k  iz Kk; (3.9)
where Kk is the complete elliptic function of the first
kind: Kk  F2 ; k. Its inverse is one of the Jacobi
functions,
 t  Vz
V0
 sniz Kk; k: (3.10)
Using the identities of the Jacobi functions [30]
 sn iz Kk; k  cniz; k
dniz; k 
1
dnz; k0 ;
(3.11)
where k0 

1 k2
p
, we can bring Uz into the form
 Uz  
2
4

2 k02  3

k2
dn2z; k0  dn
2z; k0

:
(3.12)
Notice that, in the following numerical calculations, we
just adopt z instead of z by setting z0  0.
The curves of Tz, Vz and Uz with k  0:01 are
depicted in Fig. 1. They are all periodic, with periods
4Kk=, 2Kk= and Kk=, respectively, which
comes from dnu being an even function with period z 
2Kk=.
Since K increases with k, the separations between two
neighboring branes becomes larger as k decreases when
taking z as the coordinate, while remaining constant in the
x coordinate. The daughter stable Dp 1-branes and
anti-Dp 1-branes are located at z  4n 1K= and
z  4n 1K=, respectively, where the tachyon field
Tz vanishes and the potential Vz peaks. The closest
approach to the vacuum occurs at z  2nK=, where Vz
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FIG. 1 (color online). Plots of Tz, Vz and Uz within a
period of the tachyon field 2Kk=; 2Kk=. Here k 
0:01.
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gets its minimum value kVm. Note that the plots present
only one period of the solution 2Kk=; 2Kk=.
From the figure, we can see that Tz is indeed linearly
dependent on z for most part of the numerical curve,
especially near the kink positions. The smaller the value
of k, the larger the proportion of the solution occupied by
the linear section, confirming the validity of the approxi-
mation adopted in the previous subsection.
C. Numerical solution of eigenvalue equations
The periodicity of the solution and the potential for the
fluctuations means that we need consider the range 0 
z  K=, with eigenfunction taking either Dirichlet (D) or
von Neumann (N) boundary conditions at each boundary.
Hence there are four boundary conditions (BCs) which are
listed and labeled in Table I.
We solve the eigenvalue equations by numerical inte-
gration, ‘‘shooting’’ for the correct boundary condition at
z  K=, using the 4th=5th order Runge-Kutte integrator
built into MATLAB, ode45. We adopted an absolute toler-
ance of 109 and a relative tolerance of 106 for all
calculations in this paper.
1. Fluctuation modes of low-lying states
We first set k  0:01. In Figs. 2–4, normalized numeri-
cal solutions are presented in groups of four, whose eigen-
values are close together. We refer to them as zero mode
states, first excited states and second excited states, respec-
tively. We denote normalized solutions by a tilde, and plot
both ~	z and  ~Tz, which are defined as
  ~Tz  TzRK=
0 jTz0j2dz0
q (3.13)
and
 
~	z  	zRK=
0 j	z0j2dz0
q : (3.14)
Similarities and symmetries are clearer when looking at
	z, as Tz has a factor Vz=V0 which does not share
the periodicity of the eigenfunctions, and suppresses the
TABLE I. The four possible boundary conditions for the ei-
genfunctions of small fluctuations in the tachyon field about the
static kink-antikink array. The letters D and N denote Dirichlet
and von Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. The last
row gives the initial conditions for the numerical solution of the
eigenvalue equation.
BC(1): ND BC(2): NN BC(3): DD BC(4): DN
	00  0 	00  0 	0  0 	0  0
	K=  0 	0K=  0 	K=  0 	0K=  0
	0  1 	0  1 	00  1 	00  1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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(d)
FIG. 2 (color online). Normalized numerical solutions,  ~Tz
and ~	z, of lowest eigenvalue modes with k  0:01, plotted
with the potential Uz for comparison. (a) BC(1) and (b) BC(4)
have eigenvalues which are consistent with zero, respectively,
!2  1:0672	 108 and !2  2:0095	 109. The other
two figures are both under BC(2) and have two bound states with
(c) !2  0:0270 (which we call 0) and (d) !2  0:0433
(which we call 0). BC(3) (not shown in the figure) has no
eigenvalues close to zero.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Normalized numerical solutions,  ~Tz
and ~	z, of second excited states with k  0:01 under the four
boundary conditions: (a) BC(1), (b) BC(2), (c) BC(3) and
(d) BC(4). BC(1) and BC(4) have the same eigenvalue.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Normalized numerical solutions,  ~Tz
and ~	z, of the first excited states with k  0:01 under the four
boundary conditions: (a) BC(1), (b) BC(2), (c) BC(3) and
(d) BC(4). Note that BC(1) and BC(4) have the same eigenvalue.
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function away from the kinks. For example, eigenfunctions
with BC(1) and BC(4) are related by the symmetry z !
K=2 z, and therefore the eigenvalues are the same.
Because of the factor Vz=Vm, the fluctuations away
from the kinks are greatly suppressed when plotted in
terms of T, and the eigenfunctions look very similar
near the (anti)kink at z  Kk=.
Figure 2 contains the four states whose eigenvalues are
very close to zero. Indeed, two with BC(1) and BC(4), and
eigenvalues !2  1:0672	 108 and !2  2:0095	
109, are consistent with being numerical approximations
to the true zero modes corresponding to the degeneracies in
position x0 [Fig. 2(a)] and amplitude T0 [Fig. 2(b)] of the
solution. Not only do they have very small eigenvalues,
they also have the correct number and position of nodes.
We also have two low-lying modes with BC(2), one with
a small negative eigenvalue, which we call 0, and the
other with a small positive one 0. The negative eigenvalue
reflects an instability in the system towards annihilation,
where the kink-antikink pair moves together. There is no
low-lying state with BC(3).
We can understand at least the ordering of the eigenval-
ues by studying the number of nodes of the eigenfunctions,
using the standard result that more nodes means a higher
eigenvalue.
We note first that the background has periodicity 4Kk,
in which the eigenfunctions must also be periodic, and
therefore have an even number of nodes. The lowest ei-
genvalue is associated with BC(2), which allows an eigen-
function with no nodes. BC1; 4 allow only 2 nodes, which
are the zero modes. BC(2) also allows the 4-node eigen-
function shown in Fig. 2(d). BC(3) permits a minimum of 4
nodes which, because of its Dirichlet boundary conditions,
are forced to be at the minimum of the potential Uz, and it
must therefore have a higher eigenvalue than the 4-node
BC(2) eigenfunction, which peaks where the potential is
lowest.
2. Fluctuations with smaller k
Stable BPS daughter Dp 1-branes form as V0 ap-
proaches zero at the end of the tachyon condensation, so
we should check the fluctuation behavior as k ! 0.
However, we were unable to get numerical solutions with
very small k. In Fig. 5, we show the zero mode fluctuation
with k  106. Here it is even more obvious that fluctua-
tions have support mostly near the brane position, both in
	 and T. The higher modes have similar properties.
Therefore, we can expect that the fluctuations are confined
to the branes more and more strongly when k or V0 tend to
zero. We can interpret this as being consistent with the
observation [27] in the homogeneous case that there are no
propagating tachyon modes (!2 ! 0) in the vacuum when
V0 ! 0.
3. Eigenvalues with varying k
We also investigate the eigenvalues against logk for all
boundary conditions in Fig. 6, down to logk  7. We
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FIG. 5 (color online). Normalized numerical solutions,  ~Tz
and ~	z, of zero modes with k  106. As for the case k 
102, (a) BC(1) and (b) BC(4) have eigenvalues very close to
zero, which are respectively !2  1:0765	 108 and !2 
1:6806	 105. BC(2) also has two bound states with (c) 0
mode: !2  3:0842	 104 and (d) 0 mode: !2  3:6063	
105. BC(3) has no zero eigenvalue.
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could not get eigenvalues for smaller k for reasons of
numerical precision.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), eigenvalues !2 seem to approach
constant values with k decreasing (which corresponds to
letting V0 tend to 0 while keeping Vmax  1 constant). We
also see that the eigenvalues seem to assemble themselves
into groups of four, which we referred to earlier as zero
modes, first excited and second excited states. The group-
ing is not so clear for the second excited states, but sup-
porting evidence is shown in Fig. 6(b), where we see an
approximate power law dependence for !2 !2n1
against k, where !201  0 for the zero mode, !211 
0:135 for the first excited state and !221  0:169 for the
second one. Therefore, they should be the degenerate
eigenvalues of all the four BCs in the limit of T0 ! 1 or
k ! 0.
The only bound states (whose eigenvalues are between 0
and Umax ’ 1=8) are those associated with translations and
changes in V0, corroborating our analysis of the previous
section with the approximate solution Tz / z.
4. Eigenvalues at k  0 and correspondence with string
ground states
The numerical results displayed in Fig. 5 imply a trend
that, towards the end of the tachyon condensation, there are
four degenerate zero modes under BC1; 2; 4 [BC(2) con-
tributes two]. At the end of the decay, a stable solution
consisting of an alternating series of Dp 1- and
anti-Dp 1-branes form. It is interesting to compare the
four zero modes of the tachyon field at k  0 to the bosonic
massless states of the open string spectrum.
Instead of a solution consisting of a periodic array of
kinks and antikinks separated by distance =, we can
take the x direction to be compactified on a circle with
radius R  1=  2p for the superstring. The masses of
open strings stretched between the parallel branes are
 m2  N 

R
2

2  a; (3.15)
where N is the level number, 4 is the angle difference
between any two branes and we recall that 0  1. The
parameter a is the normal ordering constant which is 0 for
the Ramond (R) sector and 1=2 for the Neveu-Schwarz
(NS) sector. Between the two branes located on a circle,
there are six ways to attach open strings: both ends on
(i) D- or (ii) D-branes; stretching from D to D on both
(iii) the right sides and (iv) the left sides of the branes;
stretching from D to D on both (v) the right sides and
(vi) the left sides. The bosonic massless states for the
cases (i) and (ii) are the first excited states in the NS sector,
which contain the transverse fluctuations of the brane. For
(iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), the ground states are massless when
   and R  2p . These states become tachyonic if
R<

2
p
.
Hence we find a total of 6 bosonic massless states. Two
are concerned with translations of the branes, two of them
should be associated with brane-antibrane annihilation to
Dp 3-branes and the appearance of a new effective field
theory [31], and the other two can be identified with the
branes ‘‘melting’’ back into the unstable Dp-brane. It is
interesting that the original tachyon field, despite being
singular, still contains sensible zero modes.
IV. MOTION IN MODULI SPACE
As we have seen, the condensation procession is essen-
tially described by any one of the following parameters: T0,
V0  VT0 and k  V0=Vm. In the following, we study the
time-dependent decay of the brane into a brane and an
antibrane by studying the motion of the k modulus based
on the solution of the static equation of motion.
We start from the 1 1 dimensional effective action:
 S  
Z
dtdxVT

1 _T2  T02
p
: (4.1)
In the moduli space, we adopt the approximation _T2=1
T02  1, i.e., the tachyon evolves very slowly. Then an
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FIG. 6. Eigenvalues of zero modes, first excited and second
excited states against logk corresponding to the four BC, re-
spectively. Note that BC(1) and BC(4) have the same eigenval-
ues for all states because of symmetry.
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approximate action can be obtained, noting that T02 
V=V02  1:
 S ’ 
Z
dtdx
V2
V0

1 1
2

V0
V

2
_T2

: (4.2)
When the second term is small enough, the Langrangian is
exactly the energy of the static case in Eq. (2.4). We assume
that there is a slow-motion solution with the approximate
form of Eq. (2.3), with k  V0=Vm time dependent. Hence
 
_T   tanhT
k1 k2
_k: (4.3)
Substituting into Eq. (4.2) and performing the integration
over x, over a complete period of the tachyon field, we find
 S 
Z
dtLk; _k
  2Vm

Z
dt

1
_k2
22k1 k1 k2

; (4.4)
where Lk; _k is the Langrangian with parameters of k and
_k. The second term is a kinetic term, which can be ex-
pressed in terms of a variable Xt defined through
 
1
2
_X2  12gk _k2; (4.5)
where gk  1=2k1 k1 k2. The solution of X
is trivial: X  X0  vt, where X0 and v are constants.
Therefore from the relation between k and X:
 X 
Z 
gk
q
dk  2

Vm
3
s
tan1

2k
1 k
s
; (4.6)
and we obtain the solution:
 kt  4
3 cosc1t c0  1; (4.7)
where c1  v

3=Vm
p
and c0 are constants. We discover
that the Dp-branes decay into Dp 1-branes in a finite
time 4t  Vm3=3p =v. This result is consistent with
singularities appearing in finite time in time-dependent
tachyon simulations [23,24] and in boundary conformal
field theory calculations [32]. We note that the solution is
in fact periodic, and oscillates between the unstable
Dp-brane system and the daughter Dp 1; Dp
1-brane system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated numerically the low-lying modes of
small fluctuations in the tachyon field around the static
solution representing a periodic array of Dp 1- and
anti-Dp 1-brane pairs. The potential for the fluctua-
tions can be expressed in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions,
and eigenvalue equations were solved numerically.
We find the two expected zero modes, corresponding to
changes in the amplitude of the tachyon field between the
kinks, and the position of the kinks. In addition there is a
negative eigenvalue reflecting an attractive force between
kinks and antikinks, which causes them to move together
and annihilate.
There are higher excited states with eigenvalues !2 >
2=4. In the language of the effective field theory these are
unbound scattering states. In the limit that the tachyon field
between the Dp 1-branes tends to the vacuum, the
eigenvalues of these states appear to tend to constant values
(with !2 still greater than 2=2), and the support of the
eigenfunctions shrinks with the width of the branes. Thus,
although propagating modes are present, they disappear
from the bulk between branes. This is consistent with the
absence of propagating modes in the case of homogeneous
tachyon condensation.
We have also attempted to make the possible link of the
degenerate lowest tachyon fluctuation modes at the decay
end k  0 to the open string spectra of ground states in the
daughter brane, antibrane system. With the daughter brane
and antibrane compactified on a circle along the x direc-
tion, we found that the ground states of the open super-
strings stretching between them are indeed massless. But
there are 6 such states, which are two more than the zero
modes we have obtained. The two extra zero massless
states should correspond to standard brane-antibrane
annihilation.
Finally, we note that there are approximate time-
dependent solutions where the parameter of the solution
Eq. (2.3), V0 and x0, become time dependent. The time
evolving solutions show that there are singularities appear-
ing in a finite time, which is consistent with earlier work,
but our solutions can be continued through the singularity
to produce a periodic oscillation between a Dp-brane and a
Dp 1- Dp 1-brane pair.
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